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Bushman: The Book of Mormon and The American Revolution

the book of mormon
and the american revolution
richard L bushman
book of mormon much like the old testament was written to show israel what great things the lord hath done for their
fathers and to testify of the coming messiah although cast as a
the kind we
history it is history with a high religious purpose not
noethe
notthe
ordinarily write today the narrative touches only incidentally on
the society economics and politics of the nephites
Nep hites and jaredites
Jared ites
leaving us to rely on oblique references and occasional asides to
reconstruct total cultures government is dealt with more expressly than other aspects however perhaps because the prophets were
often rulers themselves and because the most significant reforms in
the history of nephite government were inspired by a prophet king
ions it is posinterjections
from their comments and mormon s editorial interject
intersections
sible to get a rough idea of the theory and practice of politics in

the

nephite civilization
while we value these scraps of information the political passages it must be recognized expose the book to attack the more
specific the record the more easily its verity can be tested details
about government make it possible to ask if the political forms are
genuinely ancient or if they bear the marks of nineteenth century
creation the late thomas odea a sympathetic but critical scholar
thought that american sentiments permeate the work
anti
in it are found the democratic the republican the antimonarchial
monarchial

and the egalitarian doctrines that pervaded the climate of opinion in

an

cymbals ed john W
essay written for the hugh nibley festschrift
fest schrift tinkling
tinklingcymbals
bidley
nidley s retirement copies
nitley
welch unpublished i assembled on the occasion of di
dr bitley
of all festschrift
fest schrift essays are on file in casual publication in special collections harold
B lee library brigham young university other essays from the nibley festschrift
fest schrift
will appear in future issues of BYU studies with stephen E robinsons the
apocalypse of adam scheduled for winter 1977
richard L bushman is professor of history at boston university
rd s opening
lord
the quotation is from the title page of the book of1 mormon the 10
lo
words to moses on sinai as recorded in exodus were I am the lord your god who
brought you out of egypt out of the land of slavery
and the
exodus 202
memory of that event was used ever after to recall israel to its covenant obligations
3
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which it was conceived and that enter into the expressions and concerns of its nephite kings prophets and priests as naturally as they
later come from the mouths of mormon leaders preaching to the
people in utah 2

would be precluded were the book of mormon exclusively and narrowly religious As it is odea purports
to find evidence of nineteenth century american political culture in
the book of mormon for example the prophecy of the american
revolution early in nephi s narrative and later the switch from
monarchy to government by elected judges on first reading both
have a modern and american flavor odea to be sure wrote in
the mode of higher criticism which assumes that an accurate prophecy of a specific event can occur only after the event even if one
discounts for that assumption however the question remains whether
the spirit and content of some of the political passages in the book
of mormon do not partake more of american republicanism than of
israelite or ancient near eastern monarchy 3
odea s observations comport with the widely accepted view of
the book of mormon which holds that it can best be explained not
by josephs ignorance nor by his delusions but by his responsiveness
to the provincial opinions of his time 4 one of the first critics of the
book of mormon alexander campbell noted in 1831 that the record incorporated among other conventional american ideas commonplace sentiments about free masonry republican government and
the rights of man 5 A comparison of the political cultures of the
Nep hites and of joseph smith s america thus bears on the larger
nephites
question of the origin of the english text of the book of mormon

that kind of indictment

THE POLITICAL MILIEU OF JOSEPH SMITHS NEW YORK

there

is little reason to doubt that however the book originated

joseph smith must have absorbed the ordinary political sentiments
cormons chicago university of chicago press 1957
thomas F odea the mormons
p 32

deas
odeas

evidence is cited at ibid p 268 notes 1921
19 21 many of his references
are to choices made by the voice of the people for a comment on the function of
popular consent in monarchies as well as republics see note 18 below the same
note also contains observations on moronis war for liberty which indicate it did
not follow an american pattern alma 4348 49 4635 36 4811 517 the
antimonarchical sentiments which odea cites are shown in this essay to be strangely
un american 2 nephi 518 mosiah 21418
30 31
214 18 67 23614
2913 18 23 3031
236 14 291318
alma 4345 4610 515 8 3 nephi 630 ether 62226
622 26 for a comment on the
idea of equality see note 23 below
awn M brodie no man knows my history the life of joseph smith
fawn
new york knopf 1971 p 69
2nd ed
and
alexander campbell delusions an analysis of the book of mormon boston

4
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of his time the air was thick with politics the revolution by
then a half century old still loomed as the great turning point in
american and world history americans annually celebrated the
nation s birthday with oratory editorials and rounds of toasts in
1824 and 1825 lafayette absent from the united states for thirty
eight years toured all twenty four states with his son george washington lafayette the following year 1826 was the jubilee anniversary of the declaration of independence and fourth of july orators
exerted themselves as never before A few days after the celebration
news spread that on the very day when the nation was commemorating its fiftieth birthday two of the most illustrious heroes of the
revolution john adams and thomas jefferson had died within six
hours of one another A new round of patriotic rhetoric poured
forth to remind the nation of its history and the glories of republicanism
lican ism ali
ail
alt
all this was reported in the wayne sentinel palmyra s
weekly along with coverage of yearly electoral campaigns and debates on current political issues joseph smith could not easily have
avoided a rudimentary education in the principles of american
government and the meaning of the american revolution before he
began work on the book of mormon in 1827
patriotic orations served various purposes for the politicians
who delivered them but certain conventional usages recur a set of
attitudes and rhetorical patterns apparently shared by americans of
all persuasions the patterns varied little from region to region
probably because newspaper editors commonly reprinted orations
and essays from other areas but we can be assured of sampling the
political atmosphere in joseph smith s immediate environment if we
rely primarily on three sources the wayne sentinel upstate new
york oratory and the school books for sale in palmyra s bookstore 7
young joseph may not have spent muchtime
much time with any of them but
if any provincial sources influenced joseph smith these must be the
B

H green 1832

1831

p

13

reprinted from the millennial harbinger 7J february

an

san account
ian

Lafay ettes visit is found in nathan sargent public men and
of lafayettes
lafayetter
events 2 vols
philadelphia J B lippincott 1875
189 94 the wayne
18994
sentinel reported on lafayette s progress almost weekly for representative accounts
see the 7 july 1 8 115 22 september 6 20 october and 3 24 november 1824
issues
when news of the deaths of adams and jefferson reached palmyra the
political interest
Sen tinal edged all its columns in black see 14 july 1826 issue
dentinal
sentinal
of adult white
704
70.4
in new york reached a high in the election of 1828 when 704
males voted see richard P mccormick new perspectives on jacksonian politics
american historical review 65 january 1960292
the relevant schoolbooks most frequently advertised in the sentinel were
american speaker american reader american preceptor columbian orator and
english reader
for illustrative ads see wayne sentinel 30 june 10 november
1824 27 october 24 november 1826 18 may 1827 and 28 september 1828.
1828
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ones they shaped or expressed the ideas of his neighbors local
politicians and those who gathered in taverns and stores to talk
politics presumably odea would see such sentiments to be at
the root of book of mormon political ideas
my purpose is to test that conclusion by comparing some of the
most obvious contemporaneous ideas about government and the
american revolution with political ideas and practices in the book
of mormon there are three that were prominent in the political
literature of the 1820s first the depiction of the american revolution as heroic resistance against tyranny second the belief that
people overthrow their kings under the stimulus of enlightened ideas
of human rights and third the conviction that constitutional arrange ments such as frequent elections separation of powers and
rangements
popularly elected assemblies were necessary to control power
HEROIC

resistance

OR DIVINE

deliverance

the

most common of all conventions in orations essays and
editorial columns was the dramatic structure of the revolution still
familiar today the revolution was a struggle of heroes against
oppressors a brave people versus a tyrant king or corrupt ministry
that theme was rehearsed whenever the orators honored the revollutio nary veterans in the audience A large portion of his hearers
utionary
one speaker said were too young to know the divine enthusiasm
which inspired the american bosom which prompted her voice to
proclaim defiance to the thunders of britain
it was from the
soldiers themselves the venerable asserters of the rights of mankind that we are to be informed what were the feelings which
swayed within your breasts and impelled you to action when like
the stripling of israel with scarcely a weapon to attack and without
a shield for your defence you met and undismayed engaged with
the gigantic greatness of the british power
the greatness of jefferson was that on the coming of that tremendous storm which for
eight years desolated our country mr jefferson hesitated not halted
not
he adventured with the single motive of advancing the
cause of his country and of human freedom into that perilous contest throwing into the scale his life and fortune as of no value
similarly lafayette shared in the dangers privations and sufferings
of that bitter struggle nor quitted them for a moment till it was
consummated on the glorious field of yorktown for many americans the courage of the heroes in resisting oppression was the most
memorable aspect of the revolution the editors of the readers
6
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and speakers the textbooks of that generation consistently favored passages that dwelt on that theme 8
the narrative conventions are worth noting because of the book
of mormon s brief description of the american revolution while
joseph smith might alter costumes and the locale of the narrator
the spirit of the event was less malleable A responsive young provin cial it would seem would absorb this first and retain it longest
vincial
yet coming to nephi s prediction of the revolution after reading
fourth of july orations an american reader even today finds the
account curiously flat just before the revolution prophecy nephi
tells of a man among the gentiles presumably columbus in
europe who went forth upon the many waters to america and
it came to pass that the spirit of god then wrought upon other
gentiles and they wentforth
forth out of captivity upon the many wawent gorth
bie themselves before the lord and the
ble
humble
ters the gentiles did hurn
1 nephi 1312 13 16
power of the lord was with them
then
the revolution is depicted in this fashion
mother gentiles were gathered together upon the waters and
upon the land also to battle against them and 1I beheld that the
power of god was with them and also that the wrath of god was
upon all those that were gathered together against them to battle
and 1I nephi beheld that the gentiles that had gone out of captivity were delivered by the power of god out of the hands of all
1 nephi 131719
other nations
1317 19

the

by american standards this is a strangely distorted account there
is no indictment of the king or parliament no talk of american
corrupt ions of the ministry and most
rights or liberty nothing of the corruptions
aleb bingham the american preceptor being a new selection of lessons
caleb
aceb

for reading and speaking designed for the use of schools stereotype ed new
york B & J collins for C bingham 1815 p 144 wayne sentinel 11 august
1826 1 september 1824 among the favorite selections were passages from the boston
massacre orations of joseph warren thomas dawes benjamin church and john
hancock see william bentley fowle the american speaker or exercises in
Rhe
torick being a selection of speeches dialogues and poetry from the best
rhetorick
rheforick
jable
jabie
suitable
tahle for recitation boston cummings hilliard
Sui
american and english sources sul
74 90
1826
pp
ap 7490
the orator at albany in 1817 observed that forty one years had passed since the
dauntless representatives of an oppressed but high minded people having exhausted
the gentle spirit of entreaty and become persuaded of the utter uselessness of all
further attempts at conciliation dared to raise the arm of independence
the
country bleeding at every pore but not dis heartened reciprocated the lofty sentiment
and confiding in the equity of their cause looked to heaven and then aimed a deathsublimest
twas
st spectacles earth ever wit7was one of the sublime
blow at the head of tyranny awas
to you
patriots of 76 he said in the customary address to the veterans
nessed
the scene must be most animating you toiled you suffered you were willing to
bleed and die in the glorious cause hooper cumming an oration delivered july
ap 5 14
oark 1817 pp
dark
4 1817 albany printed by 1I W clark

7
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significant no despots or heroes in fact there is no reference to
american resistance the mother gentiles are the only warriors
god not general washington or the american army delivers the
colonies
the meaning of the narrative opens itself to the reader only
after he lays aside his american preconceptions about the revolution
and recognizes that the dramatic structure in nephi s account is
fundamentally different from the familiar one in independence day
orations the point of the narrative is that americans escaped from
captivity they did not resist they fled the british were defeated
because the wrath of god was upon them the virtue of the americans was that they did humble themselves before the lord 1 1
nephi 1316 the moral is that the gentiles that had gone out
by the power of god out of the hands of
delivered
of captivity were deliveredby
edby
dellver
deliver
all other nations
the theme is deliverance not resistance
the theme of deliverance by god is more notable in nephis
prophecy because it recurs in various forms throughout the book
of mormon three times a people of god suffer from oppressive
rulers under conditions that might approximate those in the colonies
before the revolution alma under king noah the people of
Lama nites and once again alma under the laman
limhi under the lamanites
ites in none do revolutionary heroes in the american sense emerge 9
in each instance the people escaped from bondage by flight 10 they
gathered their people flocks and tents and fled into the wilderness
when their captors were off guard when they learned that the
corrupt and spiritually hardened king
kino noah had dispatched an
their secret meeting place alma s people
army to apprehend them in theirsecret
took their tents and their families and departed into the wilderness
mosiah 1834 limhi s people an exploited dominion of a lamanite empire departed by night into the wilderness with their flocks
and their herds
mosiah 2211
alma s people after escaping
nites who put tasks
lamanites
king noah fell into the hands of the Lama
task masters over them when they cried to the
upon them and taskmasters
lord for succor they were told to be of good comfort for I1 know
of the covenant which ye have made unto me and 1I will covenant
with my people and deliver them out of bondage
the deliverance came in due course but not by way of confrontation
the
in one instance an individual not numbered among the people of god attempts
see mosiah
to assassinate king noah but the wily monarch escapes by subterfuge
1926.
192 6
1926
hugh nibley discusses flight as part of the tradition of escape from crumbling
societies in an approach to the book of mormon 2nd
and ed salt lake city deseret
14
book 1964 pp
ap 107
10714
8
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Lama nites
and
lord caused a deep sleep to come upon the lamanites
alma and his people departed into the wilderness
the point
seemed to be that the people obtained their liberty by obedience
rather than by courage or sacrifice after successfully eluding their
be had delivered them out
captors the people thanked god because he
of bondage for they were in bondage and none could deliver them
21
except it were the lord their god mosiah 249 13 19
1921
godly people in the book of mormon defended themselves
against invaders in that sense they resisted but they never overthrew an established government no matter how oppressive when
we step back to look at the larger framework we can see that their
actions were consistent the deliverance narrative grew out of the
Nep hites conception of history as naturally as resistance in the
nephites
american revolution sprang from anglo american whig views
book of mormon prophets saw the major events of their own past
deliver ances beginning with the archeas comprising a series of deliverances
typal flight of the israelites from egypt alma the younger pictured the exodus from egypt and lehi s journey from jerusalem as
bon dages and escapes
the first of a number of bondages
bandages
I1 will praise him forever for he has brought our fathers out of
egypt and he has swallowed up the egyptians in the red sea and
he led them by his power into the promised land yea and he has
delivered them out of bondage and captivity from time to time
yea and he has also brought our fathers out of the land of jerusalem and he has also by his everlasting power delivered them out
of bondage and captivity from time to time even down to the present day alma 3628
29
362829

among those bandages
bon
dages reaching down to the present day were
bondages
those of his father and limhi who like their illustrious predecessors
were
delivered out of the hands of the people of king noah by the
mercy and power of god and behold after that they were brought
and
Lama nites in the wilderness
into bondage by the hands of the lamanites
again the lord did deliver them out of bondage
alma 54 5

understandably the prophet historians delighted in alma s and
deliver ances because they illustrated so perfectly the familimhi s deliverances
liar ways of god with his people events took on religious meaning and form as they followed the established pattern of divine
intervention
nephi s prophecy of the revolution therefore makes sense in
terms of its own culture as an act of divine deliverance any other
rendition of the prophecy would have offended later nephite sen
9
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sibili
sibilities
ties just as its present form puzzles us in the context of the
book of mormon heroic resistance could not give revolution moral
significance only deliverance by the power of god could do that 11
once the pattern of nephite interpretation of history comes into
focus nephis account of future events becomes comprehensible
there are two points to be made here the first is that book
of mormon accounts of the revolution and of the behavior of godly
people in revolutionary situations differ fundamentally from american accounts of the revolution the second is that there is a consis
sistency
tency in the book of mormon treatment of these events each deliverance fits a certain view of providential history the accounts
disregard a significant convention of american patriotic oratory of
the late 1820s in order to respect one of the book s own conventions

enlightenment AND

POPULAR

opposition

TO MONARCHY

heroic resistance did not exhaust the meaning of the revolution
for the orators of the 1820s beyond their display of sheer courage
the patriots of 1776 were honored for adopting the true principles
of government
this is the anniversary of the great day the
wayne sentinel editorialized on 4 july 1828 which commenced a
new era in the history of the world it proclaimed the triumph
of free principles and the liberation of a people from the dominion
of monarchial government the adoption of free principles namely
the end of monarchial government and the institution of a
government based upon the will of the people free and popular in
every feature effected a sublime and glorious change in the civil
and moral condition of the united states and the world the
revolution was the glorious era from which every republic of our
continent may trace the first march of that revolutionizing spirit
which with a mighty impetus has disseminated the blessings of
free governments over so large a portion of our globe revolutionary principles were shaking all the nations of the earth
whole
states are changed and nations start into existence in a day the
jubilee orator in palmyra declared systems venerable for their
antiquity have been demolished governments built up in ages of
darkness and vassalage have tottered and fallen 12
book of mormon people believed revolution to be
sinful the people of limhi considered delivering themselves out of bondage by
the sword but gave up the idea because of the superiority of Larn
anite numbers
larnanite
lamanite
see mosiah 222 the point is that resistance was not necessary to make a compelling story flight and deliverance had a greater moral impact
wayne sentinel 4 and 18 july 1828

there

is no evidence that

10
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and

why had this political earthquake occurred
knowledge
and a correct estimate of moral right have opened the eyes of
men to see the importance of free institutions and the only true
rational end of existence
the principles of the revolution were
awakening people everywhere and moving them to throw down
their masters the sentinel a month after the jubilee celebration
quoted jefferson s aspiration that the declaration of independence
would be to the world what 1I believe it will be the signal of
arousing men to burst the chains under which monkish ignorance
and superstition had persuaded them to bind themselves and to
assume the blessings of free government
the american revolution was the beginning of a world revolution in which man so long
the victim of oppression awakes from the sleep of ages and bursts
his chains 13
ibid 21 july and 11
1826 the orator who pronounced the eulogy
ii august
on adams and jefferson at nearby buffalo in 1826 elaborated the same themes
looking retrospectively through the lapse of half a century we behold those stern
patriots ardently engaged in the great work of political reformation until then the
human mind shackled and awed by the insignia of power had remained unconscious of its own noble faculties until then man had failed to enjoy that exalted
character designed in his creation until then he had yielded to the dictates of
usurpation and the arrogant pretensions of self created kings here and there the rays
of mental light had burst upon the earth but like the flashes of the midnight storm
they had passed away and all again was darkness
to them and a few worthy
compatriots were reserved the signal honors of broaching a new theory of solving
that until then mysterious problem of self government of opposing successfully the
blasphemous doctrine of the divine right of kings of redeeming the rights of man
from the chaotic accumulations of ignorance superstition and prejudice of unfolding
to the world the true source of temporal enjoyment and the legitimate object of
thraldom of ages and
human society of emancipating the human mind from the thralldom
sheldon smith
restoring man to his proper dignity in the great scale of being
eulogy pronounced at buffalo new york july 22d in 1826 in A selection of
eulogies pronounced in the several states in honor of those illustrious patriots ans
and
ana
dna
statesmen john adams and thomas jefferson hartford conn D F robinson
pp
ap 92 95
& company 1826
orators enjoyed taking inventory of democracy among the nations of the earth
and analyzing the reasons for the continuance of tyranny why despotism in nations
where conditions were otherwise favorable asked the speaker at troy in 1825 if
they were not debased in spirit if they were not groping in the darkness of ignorance or faltering in the twilight of the mind no tyrant would strip them of their
rights no despotic throne would cast its portentous and chill shadow over the land
of their birth
0 L halley the connexion between the mechanic arts and
welfare of states an address delivered before the mechanics of troy at their
request on the jtb
np 1825 p 7 for the most
4tb of july 1825 troy N Y ap
4th
ath
part americans were optimistic about the principles of democracy william duer
at albany in 1826 predicted that before another jubilee the principles of the decla
laration will take root and flourish in every soil and climate under heaven the
march of light of knowledge and of truth is irresistible and freedom follows in
L H butterfield
their train
the jubilee of independence july 4 1826
38
1953
1955
the old
virginia magazine of history and biography 61 april 1953138
monarchies of europe must be entombed in some great political convulsion if they
listen not in season to the low but deep murmur of discontent among their subjects
william
which is growing louder with the progress of intellectual light

11
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does any of that struggle seep into the book of mormon

do

enlightened people in its pages overthrow monarchs enthroned in
ignorance the most famous passage on monarchy in the book
of mormon does in a general way echo the american aversion to
monarchy jacob brother of the first nephi and son of lehi prophesied that this land shall be a land of liberty unto the gentiles
be that ramseth
raiseth up a king against me shall perish for 1I the
for he
2 nephi 10
11 14
lord the king of heaven will be their king
1011
yet when we examine more closely the nephites
Nep hites own attitude toward kings principled opposition to monarchy is scarcely in evidence enlightened people in the book of mormon do not rise up
to strike down their kings as the fourth of july scenario would
have it in fact the opposite is true the people persistently created
kings for themselves even demanded them shortly after their
settlement in the new world the followers of nephi asked him
to be their king nephi demurred being desirous that they should
have no king but they continued to look on nephi as a king
or a protector and by the end of his life he had acquiesced see
2 nephi 518 62
As he approached death he anointed a man
to be a king and a ruler over his people thus initiating the reign
of the kings
jacob 19 14 nephi s establishment of monarchy
set the precedent followed throughout nephite political history with
respect to kingmaking when a segment of the nation migrated to
another part of the continent under the leadership of the first
mosiah they made him king over the land see omni 12
this
process was repeated not long afterwards following another migration zeniff the leader of the migrants was made a king by the
voice of the people
mosiah 79 cf 1926 it was quite natural
that when alma broke away with yet another band his people
should be desirous that alma should be their king for he was beloved by his people
mosiah 236 unlike nephi alma firmly
declined and a few years later kingship among the people of nephi
at large was ended
the abandonment of monarchy however did not occur by revolution nor at the instigation of the people the occasion for the

loll
loil

chamberlain jr an address delivered at windsor vt before an assembly of
citizens from the counties of windsor vt and cheshire N H on the fiftieth
anniversary of american independence windsor ap
np 1826 p 24
mormon reported much later that the kingdom had been conferred upon none
see
but those who were descendants of nephi
implying hereditary monarchy
mosiah 2513 jacob nephi s brother said that to honor the first nephi subsequent rulers were called by the people second nephi third nephi and so forth
jacob 111
according to the reigns of the kings

12
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II to accept the kingchange was the refusal of the sons of mosiah 11
ship mosiah feared the contention that might ensue from an appointment outside the royal line and proposed the installation of
siahs
mosiahs
judges chosen by the voice of the people see mosiah 29 Mo
lengthy argument against monarchy written down and distributed
through the countryside persuaded the people and they relinquished
their desires f or a king
they assembled themselves together
in bodies throughout the land to cast in their voices concerning who
should be their judges
and thus commenced the reign of the
judges
Nep hites
among all the people who were called the nephites
15
mosiah 2938 39
44
3944
5944
there is nothing in these episodes of an enlightened people rising against their king the people did not rise nor were they enlightened about the errors of monarchy quite the contrary in
every instance the people were the ones to desire a king and in
three of five cases they got one the aversion to kingship was at the
top nephi alma and mosiah were reluctant not the people
when monarchy finally came to an end it was because the king
abdicated not because the enlightened people overthrew him in
the american view despot kings held their people in bondage
through superstition and ignorance until the true principles of government inspired resistance the book of mormon nearly reversed
the roles the people delighted in their subjection to the king
and the rulers were enlightened
book of mormon opposition to monarchy was not a matter of
fixed principle either americans believed the patriots of 1776
had broached a new theory and discovered the first principle
of government which was diametrically opposed to the inequalities
of monarchy
there is no neutral ground no midway course a
boston orator said in 1827 16 that was far from the case in the book
hugh nibley suggests that rule by judges was familiar to nephites
Nep hites because
of precedents in israel
in zedekiahs time the ancient and venerable council of

elders had been thrust aside by the proud and haughty judges the spoiled children
ambitious
of frustrated and ambi
tiou s princes
ambitiou
since the king no longer sat in judgment
pri n c es
the ambitious climbers had taken over the powerful and dignified and for them
judgment seats and by systematic abuse of power as judges made
very profitable
themselves obnoxious and oppressive to the nation as a whole while suppressing all
criticism of themselves especially from the recalcitrant and subversive prophets
nibley an approach p 82 the provision for impeachment of corrupt judges in
Mo siahs time could have reflected the trouble these judges had given the israelites
mosiahs
ites salt lake city
Jared
laredites
lared
cf hugh nibley lehi in the desert and the world of the jaredites
larff
pp 2026
20 26
bookcraft 1952 ap
william powell mason an oration delivered wednesday july 4 1827 in
boston from the press of N
commemoration of american independence
hale city printer 1827 p 17
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of mormon alma and mosiah s opposition to kingship was no
theoretical breakthrough nor was it advocated as a fundamental
political truth it was simply that wicked kings had the power to
spread their iniquity

he

enacteth
enact eth laws and senneth
sendeth them forth among his people yea
laws after the manner of his own wickedness and whosoever doth
and thus an uncauseth to be destroyed
not obey his laws he mauseth
righteous king doth pervert the ways of all righteousness mosiah

2923
2925
A good king was another matter if it were possible that you could
always have just men to be your kings alma said it would be
well for you to have a king
mosiah 238
mosiah made the
same point

if it were possible that you could have just men to be your kings
who would establish the laws of god and judge this people accordthen it would be expedient that you
ing to his commandments
should always have kings to rule over you mosiah 2913

there was nothing intrinsically wrong with monarchy it was not
diametrically opposed to good government it was simply inexpedient because it was subject to abuse
THE REIGN OF THE JUDGES AND
AMERICAN constitutional government

the nephite

government was no more resistant to monarchy in
practice than it was in theory and in fact came to occupy the very
middle ground which according to the boston orator could not
exist the institution of judge
ships rather than beginning a repubjudgeships
lican era in book of mormon history slid back at once toward
monarchy the chief judge much more resembled a king than an
american president once elected he never again submitted himself to the people after being proclaimed chief judge by the voice
of the people alma enjoyed life tenure when he
be chose to resign
because of internal difficulties he selected his own successor see
17
416
411
alma 416
that seems to have been the beginning of a dynasty
in the next succession the judgeship passed to the chief judge s son
and thence by right to the successive sons of the judges see alma
17

there

was a democratic element in the transmittal of authority alma
selected a wise man who was among the elders of the church and gave him
power according to the voice of the people
alma 416 but almas selection was
the major part of it now alma did not grant unto him the office of being high
priest over the church but he retained the office of high priest unto himself but
Nephi hah
he delivered the judgment seat unto nephihah
alma 418
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13
5039 helaman 1113

although democratic elements were there

the judges were confirmed by the voice of the people the reign
of the judges as the book of mormon calls the period was a far
cry from the republican government joseph smith knew 18 life
tenure and hereditary succession would have struck americans as
only slightly modified monarchy the citizens of palmyra in the
middle 1820s were urged to remember at all times the terms of
the

confirmation of the chief judges by the voice of the people is the only
element of the nephite constitution which comes close to republicanism and in
the context of life tenure and hereditary succession this election is closer to the
traditional acclamation of the king than to a popular plebiscite we forget that
kings have usually been thought to rule by the consent of their people and that at
of a new king to the throne this consent is normally exhibited anew
the ascent ofa
sometimes the election is merely ritualistic in other cases such as the selection of
III by the convention parliament in 1688 the consent of the people s repwilliam 111
ili
resentatives was as essential as the popular election of an american president there
was a popular element in nephite monarchy too while still monarch mosiah
had sent among all the people desiring to know their will concerning who should be
zeniff was earlier made a king by the voice of the
their king
mosiah 291
people
mosiah 79 cf mosiah 1926 the army of israel made their commander omri king of israel by common consent 1 I kings 1616 NEB
NEBI
nebl
marc bloch in his study of medieval european society asks how was this
monarchical office with its weight of mixed traditions handed on by hereditary
succession or by election today we are apt to regard the two methods as strictly
incompatible but we have the evidence of innumerable texts that they did not appear
so to the same degree in the middle ages
within the predestinate family
the principle personages of the realm the natural representatives of the whole
body of subjects named the new king marc bloch feudal society tr L A manyon
chicago university of chicago press 1961 238384
2 vols
2383 84
one episode that may to a casual reader have a republican flavor is general
moronis elevation of the title of liberty on which he wrote
in memory of
our god our religion and freedom and our peace our wives and our children
alma 4612 around this emblem he rallied the people against a movement to
raise up a king while the word liberty and the opposition to monarchists strike
a familiar note the details of the story beginning with the peculiar designation
the title of liberty are strangely archaic
moroni made the scroll in the first place by rending his coat and proceeded
to enlist the people in the cause by waving the rent part of the garment in the
air and crying behold whosoever will maintain this title upon the land let him
come forth in the strength of the lord and enter into a covenant that they will
alma
maintain their rights and their religion that the lord god may bless them
4620 responding to the call the people came running together with their armor
girded about their loins rending their garments in token or as a covenant that
alma 4621 they cast their garthey would not forsake the lord their god
ments at the feet of moroni and covenanted that god may cast us at the feet
our garments at thy feet to be trodden under
of our enemies even as we have cast out
foot if we shall fall into transgression alma 4622 whereupon moroni launched
into an elaborate comparison with joseph whose coat was rent by his brethren
Nep hites preservation in similitude
into many pieces and expressed hope for the nephites
of josephs alma 4623.
4623
4625
it is difficult to see where joseph smith could have encountered precedents for
that ritual in his american environment hugh nibley has suggested that the title
quaran comof liberty resembles the battle scroll of the children of light in the qumran
see nibley an approach to the book of mormon
salt lake city
munity
pp
ap 178
89 nibley since cumorah the
1957
17889
council of the twelve apostles 19571
1967
book of mormon in the modern world salt lake city deseret book 19671
pp 273
ap
75
27375.
27575
27375
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office should be short and account to the public certain and soon
A point urged in favor of jackson in 1828 was that
his election will break the chain of succession which has been so long
practically established and by which the presidents have virtually
appointed their successors and which if not interrupted will render
our elections a mockery and our government but little better than
a hereditary monarchy 19

book of mormon government by jacksonian standards was no
democracy joseph smith s contemporaries had they examined the
matter closely would certainly have called the elections a mockery
21
and the government little better than a hereditary monarchy 20
looking at the book of mormon as a whole it seems clear that
most of the principles traditionally associated with the american
constitution are slighted or disregarded altogether all of the constitutional checks and balances are missing when judges were instituted mosiah provided that a greater judge could remove lesser
judges and a number of lesser judges try venal higher judges but
the book records no instance of impeachment it was apparently
not a routine working principle all other limitations on government are missing there was no written constitution defining rulers
powers the people could not remove the chief judge at the polls
for he stood for election only once there were not three branches
of government to check one another for a single office encompassed
all government powers the chief judge was judge executive and
legislator rolled into one just as the earlier kings had been see
mosiah 2913
in war time he raised men armed them and collected provisions see alma 4634 601
60199 he was called interchangeably chief judge and governor see alma 216 5039 601
wayne sentinel

november 1826 5 september 1828 cf 12 september 1828
A common argument against an incumbent was the danger of aristocratic pretensions occurring in men held in office too long in 1826 the party opposing the
that the continuance of the office of
reelection of governor clinton resolved
governor in one family for a period longer than twenty eight years out of forty nine
in a state containing a population of nearly two millions is at war with the republican
principle upon which our government is founded and would tend to the establishwayne sentinel 13 october 1826 jacksonians
ment of an odious aristocracy
Jackson ians in
1828 argued that one of the evils of the election of 1824 was that it established
a system for passing on the presidency were it perpetuated the sovereignty of the
people would be an idle name the president and his successor would save us from
the trouble of an election the heir apparent would create the king the king would
nominate the heir apparent to the crown wayne sentinel 10 october 1828
cormons and non
under the influence of their own cultural conditioning mormons
mormons
cormons alike have read american principles into the book of mormon even though
closer analysis will not sustain that view alexander campbell saw republicanism
in the book as did B H roberts see campbell delusions p 13 and B H roberts
new witness for god the book of mormon 3 vols salt lake city deseret
news 19091
1909 2212 cf p 209.
209
3
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and 3 nephi 3311
he was also lawmaker there is no ordinary
legislature in the book of mormon when the editor said in the
heading of mosiah 29 that mosiah recommends representative
form of government he could not have meant representatives
elected by the people to enact laws the only representation was
in the choice of judges not in the selection of legislators in the
early part of the book of mormon the law was presented as traditional handed down from the fathers as given them by the hand of
the lord and acknowledged by this people to make it binding
see mosiah 2925 alma 114 but later the chief judge assumed
the power of proclaiming or at least elaborating laws alma gave
Nephi hah the power to enact laws according to the laws which had
nephihah
been given
alma 416 any major constitutional changes such
as a return to formal kingship required approval of the people but
day to day legislation so far as the record speaks was the prerogative of the chief judge see alma 227
22 7 5117
511 7 perhaps most exby american standards nothing was made of taxation
traordinary
tra
by a popular assembly 21 the maxim no taxation without represen
sentation
tation had no standing in nephite consciousness 22 these salient
points in enlightened political theory as nineteenth century americans understood it were contradicted distorted or neglected 23
ANCIENT

precedents

in the context of nineteenth century political thought the book
of mormon people are difficult to place they were not benighted
despite abuses of the taxing power no recommendation was ever made for
see mosiah 113 6 13 and ether log
an elected assembly
106.
106
the nonrepublican forms of book of mormon government compel us to
recognize that the just and holy principles which protect human rights can be embodied in various constitutional arrangements
he word inequality in mosiah 2932 catches the eye of modern americans
the
but in context the word assumes a meaning foreign to american thought in the
nameiy that wicked
preceding verses mosiah explains the thinking behind his image namely
kings enact iniquitous laws and compel their people to submit thus causing them
see mosiah 2917 18.
A good king like mosiah would enact no laws
18
to sin
of his own but rather would judge the people by the law handed down from the
see mosiah 2915 25.
fathers which ultimately came from god
under bad
25
monarchs the king was responsible for the people s sins under good ones the people
were responsible for themselves one of the reasons for eliminating kings was to
ensure that if these people commit sins and iniquities they shall be answered
upon their own heads for behold 1I say unto you the sins of many people have
been caused by the iniquities of their kings therefore their iniquities are answered
mosiah 2930 31 then mosiah makes the reference
upon the heads of the kings
to inequality and now 1I desire that this inequality should be no more in this
mosiah 2932 it seems clear that inequality refers to the disproportionality
land
of one sinful man the king having power to lead his people into iniquity
this must be kept in mind when reading mosiah 2938 it is reported that the
people became exceedingly anxious that every man should have an equal chance
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spaniards or russians passively yielding to the oppression of a montheyy enlightened
arch out of ignorance and superstition nor were the
americans living by the principles of republican government the
book of mormon was an anomaly on the political scene of 1830
instead of heroically resisting despots the people of god fled their
oppressors and credited god alone with deliverance instead of enlightened people overthrowing their kings in defense of their natural
rights the common people repeatedly raised up kings and the prophets and the kings themselves had to persuade the people of the inMo siahs reforms nephite governexpediency of monarchy despite mosiahs
ment persisted in monarchical practices with life tenure for the chief
judges hereditary succession and the combination of all functions
in one official
in view of all this the book of mormon could be pictured as
a bizarre creation a book strangely distant from the time and place
of its publication but that picture would not be complete A pattern running through the apparent anomalies provides a clue to
their resolution book of mormon political attitudes have old
world precedents particularly in the history of the israelite nation
against that background its anomalies become regularities the
deliver ances
hebrews for example cast their history as a series of deliverances
moses was not a revolutionary hero from an american mold his
people fled just like alma s and zeniff s and the moral of the
story was that god had delivered them from captivity moses was
not lauded for courageous resistance the book of mormon deliverance narrative incongruous amidst fourth of july orations is
perfectly conventional biblical discourse
an equal chance to do what As americans we immediately assume an equal chance
actually
aily
to get ahead in the world or to have a voice in government the verse actu
alIV reads
every man should have an equal chance throughout all the land yea and every
man expressed a willingness to answer for his own sins
mosiah 2938 having
so committed themselves the people went out to choose judges to judge them according to the law which had been given them
with a twist of mind we can
scarcely understand today the privilege of being judged according to the traditional
Nep hites exceedlaw was a major part of the equality and liberty in which the nephites
mosiah 2959
ingly rejoiced
2939 cf 25 41 A similar principle underlies the
american constitution the lord suffered it to be established he says in the doctrine and covenants so that every man may be accountable for his own sins in the
day of judgment dac
d&c 10178
the discourse of mosiah viewed against the practice of hereditary descent of
the chief judgeship raises the possibility that the major distinction between judge
contest the right of the king
and king was the lawmaking power mosiah did not contestthe
to make laws only to make iniquitous ones A judge however could not even
claim legislative powers and thus perforce governed by
bv the divine law passed down
seemingly by definition a lawmaker was
25
from the fathers see mosiah 2915 25.
suspect because he usurped the power of god the maker of the traditional law
when the prophets said that the lord should be king they meant at least in part
that he should make the laws

18
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the

same is true for the popular demand for kings biblical
people too raised up kings among themselves sometimes successfully
sometimes not the most famous instance was the anointing of saul
there the book of mormon prototypes are laid down precisely
the people demanded a king of samuel who tried to persuade them
otherwise warning them of the iniquities a king would practice on
them just as alma and mosiah warned their people see 1 samuel
1714 24 this basic plot was not
1018 25 deuteronomy 1714
81 22 101825
8122
singular to saul either earlier the israelites had requested gideon
to be their king and he had refused because the lord will rule
on another occasion the israelite
over you
judges 822
23
82223
army after hearing of the assassination of their king made their
commander omri king of israel by common consent much as the
voice of the people confirmed kings among the nephites
Nephites see 1
kings 16l6
1616 25 whereas the book of mormon practice of making
clashed with american assumptions
kings at the behest of the people dashed
it fit the biblical tradition
the same holds for reliance on traditional law instead of a representative
senta tive legislature and indifference to the separation of powers 26
not every biblical political tradition reappeared in the book of mormon but there are biblical precedents for most of the nephite practices which are not at home in provincial upstate new york the
templates for book of mormon politics seem quite consistently to
have been cut from the bible 27
with so many similarities before us it is tempting to conclude
that joseph smith contrived his narrative from the biblical elements
in nineteenth century american culture and leave it at that but
the problems of interpretation are not so easily dismissed biblical
patterns work differently in the book of mormon than in the culture
at large while american orators blessed god for delivering them
there was another biblical tradition that credited god with instituting kings
among the israelites roland de vaux ancient israel its life and institutions tr
john mchugh 2 vols new york mcgraw hill 1961 194
asee
see
5see also judges 91
6 2 samuel 24 1 kings 1621 22 2 kings 1112 820
916
de vaux ancient israel 114952
1149 52

construction of the book of mormon is confirmed by the recent discovery that certain sections of the book follow the intricate patterns of chiasmus
chiasmus in the book of
characteristic of hebrew writing see john W welch
mormon
84 in many other details which
69
BYU studies 10 autumn 1969
6984
19696984
hugh nibley more than any other scholar has mastered the book of mormon
see hugh nibley an approach 2nd
and
follows hebrew and near eastern forms
nibley points out
morah and nibley lehi in the desert
cumorah
ed nibley since Cm
similarities to the egyptian as well as the jewish culture at the time of lehi s exodus
the jewish nation was under the political shadow of egypt and was soaking in
egyptian patterns of thought and behavior
campbell delusions p 13

this

196969
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from british slavery they never permitted their gratitude to shade
the heroism of the patriots the acknowledgment of divine aid
was more a benediction on america s brave resistance similarly
americans believed god inspired the constitution but no one suggested that it was patterned after the government of ancient israel
no one proposed to eliminate an elected legislature or to make the
presidency hereditary because a king ruled the jews in fact no
americans including the puritans of massachusetts bay followed
biblical political models as closely as book of mormon people
biblical language was used to sanctify american history and american political institutions but hebrew precedents did not deeply
inform historical writing nor shape political institutions the innermost structure of book of mormon politics and history are biblical
while american forms are conspicuously absent
how does all this affect the interpretation of the book the problem raised at the outset at the very least the dictum that the book
of mormon mirrored every error and almost every truth discussed
in new york for the last ten years should be reassessed 28 scholars
confine themselves unnecessarily in deriving all their insight from the
maxim that joseph smith s writings can best be explained by his
responsiveness to the provincial opinions of this time
that principle of criticism obscures the book of mormon as it would any
major work read exclusively in that light it is particularly misleading when so many of the powerful intellectual influences operating
on joseph smith failed to touch the book of mormon among them
the most common american attitudes toward a revolution monarchy
and the limitations on power the book of mormon is not a conventional
vent ional american book too much americana is missing understanding the work requires a more complex and sensitive analysis
than has been afforded it historians will take a long step forward
when they free themselves from the compulsion to connect all they
find with joseph smith s america and try instead to understand the
ancient patterns deep in the grain of the book
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